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Hanukkah
Goals of this lesson are to:
1. Provide an overview of the history behind the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah.
2. Compare and contrast historical aspects to the story of Hanukkah with the Jewish
story today.
3. Utilize the Heritage DVD-ROM in classroom instruction.
Objectives – The student will be able to:
1. Talk with the class about the life of the Jewish people and their interaction with
the Greek people at the time of early Greek civilization (334 BCE – 100 CE).
2. Explain what the Jews did to maintain their Jewish identity in the face of attempts
to make them more like the Greeks.
3. Explain how the story of Hanukkah is related to their life today.
4. Write a short story about Hanukkah and/or how it is celebrated throughout history
(including in each student’s life).
Materials and Resources Needed:
1. Heritage: Civilization and the Jews DVD-ROM or the Heritage DVD-ROM
materials installed on a computer hard drive.
2. Computer with DVD-ROM drive, monitor or projector, speakers.
3. Heritage DVD-ROM Hanukkah bookmarks.
4. Paper and pencil or pen.

Hanukkah Glossary

(Screen from Heritage: Civilization and the Jews DVD-ROM)

Antiochus
Assimilation
Babylon
Diaspora
Jewish Festivals
Greek Civilization
Hanukkah
Hellenism
Hellenist
Jewish Calendar
Judean Communities
Maccabees
Syria

Preparation for the Lesson:
1. Configure computer and projection hardware for presentation of the Heritage:
Civilization and the Jews DVD-ROM in your classroom.
2. Open the Hanukkah bookmarks file and choose the link to the section you wish to
begin with in class.
3. Have extra paper and pens or pencils handy for students who do not bring them to
class.
Note: This lesson, and the materials on the Heritage: Civilization and the Jews DVDROM, may be used with students from early elementary levels to adults. The extent to
which you use the materials on the DVD-ROM will depend entirely on the ability of your
students to take in and process the information presented to them. You should choose the
sections and amount of each section to show to meet that level of understanding in your
students and the time available for your class.
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Provide a brief overview of the story of Hanukkah and explain that the
DVD-ROM will go into more detail.
Show the video sequence “Greece, Judeans in a Greek World.” This
sequence provides details about the rise of the Greek civilization and the
interactions of Jews in the Greek world.
Show the video sequence “The Maccabees, Judean Kingdom.” This
sequence explains the attempt to suppress Jewish life and the revolt of the
Jews led by the Maccabees. It further explores the division between Jews
after the defeat of Antiochus’s army.
Open the bookmark for Heritage atlas “Near East: 72 C.E.” Explore the
changing landmark over time. Open the clickable items to explore them in
depth. Have students read the items in each clickable item you choose.
If you have time for further depth, view the multimedia bookmarks for
“Judean Life in Babylon” and Judeans in a Greek World 334 BCE – 100
CE.” You may also open the Timeline bookmark to see links to other
information and historical documents.
Have students explore the similarities and differences between the issues
facing the Jewish people in the time of early Greek civilization and other
historical eras. You can suggest they consider such eras as the Jews living
Eastern Europe before the 20th Century, Jews living in America at the turn
of the century and their own lives today.
Have students write a short story about Jews facing assimilation and ways
they tried to maintain their Jewish identity.
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